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The Mission of our COVID Response Program
Our mission is to activate philanthropic and impact investing
capital to fill critical gaps in the COVID response between the public
and private sector efforts. By mobilizing an ecosystem of experts,
public and private actors, and philanthropists, we will catalyze
cutting edge technologies and partnerships to address the evolving
needs in diagnostics, therapeutics, PPE, health services and
beyond.
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Executive Summary
As we expand our nation’s testing capacity to meet symptomatic
demand, accessibility and affordability gaps remain for our most
vulnerable populations. Focus needs to shift from capacity
expansion to capacity expansion with a lens for equity.
Philanthropy is uniquely positioned to drive that effort.
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The testing landscape can be classified by either technology or approach
A

B

Technology

Approach

The scientific mechanism by
which a test identifies the
presence of SARS-CoV-2

The channels though which a
test is distributed and the
results are processed

This information is confidential; it is not to be relied on by any 3rd party without prior written consent.
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A

Viral terminology overview
SARS-CoV-2 Diagram
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1

Viral terminology
3

1• RNA: the genetic material

of the virus

2• Antigen: proteins present

on the membrane of

virus
3• Antibody: proteins produced by the immune

system to neutralize antigens, either by tagging
them for destruction or by blocking their ability
to bind to new cells

Source:
Innovative
Genomics
This information
is confidential;
it is not to be relied on by any 3rd party without prior written consent.
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Most common tech today

A

Testing technology overview

Tech prioritized for future state

Antigen

Molecular

Serology

Tests to identify an active infection

Tests to identify an active infection

Tests to identify an active immune response

Antigen

RNA

Antibody

Test to detect viral antigens

Test to detect viral RNA

Test to detect antibodies

ELISA (hrs): Antibodies added to a sample
produce a visible signal if they successfully bind
to an antigen. Requires central lab capabilities.

RT-qPCR (hrs): RNA is converted to DNA and
amplified to enable detection. Typically requires
central lab capabilities.

ELISA (hrs): Antigens to added to a sample
produce a visible signal if they successfully bind
to an antibody. Requires central lab capabilities.

LFA (mins): Functions similarly to ELISA, but does
not require central lab capabilities. As a result, it
is less sensitive.

iNAAT (hrs): Variants of RT-qPCR tests (e.g.,
LAMP, RPA, TMA, NEAR) that can be run at a
constant temperature on simpler machines.

LFA (mins): Functions similarly to ELISA, but does
not require central lab capabilities. As a result, it
is less sensitive.

Biosensor (mins): Sensors built from biologic
machinery bind to and produce a visible reaction
in the presence of antigens.

NGS (hrs): RNA is converted to DNA, amplified,
and read by a genomic sequencer. Unlocks the
ability to process thousands of samples in parallel

ChLIA (hrs): Antigens are added to a sample. If
they successfully bind to an antibody, a second
antibody binds to the complex and lights up.

(time) only indicates the time to
run the test. It does not include
the time required to transport a
sample and return a diagnosis.

CRISPR (hr): A bacterial protein designed to bind
directly to an RNA sequence and produce a
detectable signal is added to the sample.
Biosensor (mins): Sensors built from biologic
machinery bind to and produce a visible reaction
in the presence of RNA.

Source: Open COVID screen, Ginkgo Bioworks
Note: ELISA (Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay), LFA (Lateral Flow Assay also referred to as an RDT or rapid diagnostic test), RT-qPCR (Real Time Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction), iNAAT (Isothermal Nucleic Acid Amplification Technologies), NGS (Next
This information is confidential; it is not to be relied on by any 3rd party without prior written consent.
Generation Sequencing), CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats), LFI (Lateral Flow Immunoassay also referred to as an RDT or rapid diagnostic test), CLIA (Chemiluminescent Immunoassay)
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Most common tech today

B

Testing approach overview

Tech prioritized for future state

Diagnostic testing
Testing
goal

Best fit
tech

• Monitor the broader spread of the virus by identifying
which individuals or populations may be infected

• Diagnose if a patient has or has previously had the virus

Sampling

Processing
location

Surveillance screening

Lab-based

Individual

Pooled

One sample analyzed

Multiple samples analyzed at once

Point-of-care

Samples
Samples shipped
processed at
to central lab
healthcare facility

Point-of-need
Samples
processed
anywhere

Lab-based

(e.g., RT-qPCR,
iNAAT)

This information is confidential; it is not to be relied on by any 3rd party without prior written consent.

(e.g., LFA, biosensor)

(e.g., NGS, RT-qPCR)

Population

Information gathered from one
person

Information gathered on a
population

Point-of-care

Samples pooled Samples pooled
and run in central and processed at
lab
healthcare facility

Tests that can be
Tests that can be
Tests that require
Tests that use
Tests that require
conducted on
conducted on
extensive, nonextremely
extensive,
nonmore portable
more portable
portable
portable or no
portable
machinery but
machinery but
equipment or
equipment and
equipment or
may require
may require
complex reagents
can
be
conducted
complex
reagents
complex reagents
complex reagents
and processing
by laymen
and processing
and
processing
and processing
(e.g., NGS, ELISA,
CRISPR, RT-qPCR)

Individual

Point-of-need

Lab-based

Screening happens anywhere

Samples shipped to be screened
in a central lab

Tests that use extremely
portable or no equipment and
can be conducted by laymen

Tests that require extensive, nonportable, equipment or complex
reagents and processing

(e.g., temperature check)

(e.g., RT-qPCR on wastewater samples)

(e.g., RT-qPCR,
iNAAT))
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Most testing today is central-lab based RT-qPCR, posing a set of challenges
• The average patient waits ~4 days for a test result, largely driven by shipping time

SPEED

COST

• To enable quick decision-making around return to work or school, test results will
need to be available within 12-24 hours
• The average central lab RT-qPCR test, inclusive of collection, shipping, and
processing, costs $100-200
• Neither individuals, counties, or states can sustainably fund mass central lab RTqPCR testing

• Central lab testing is best suited to serve communities in the immediate geography

ACCESS

• Samples need to be collected by healthcare professionals, making it difficult to scale to
serve rural and low-income communities most impacted by the health crisis

Source:
TIME It’s
the Hunger
Laboratories;
KFF
COVID-19
Test Prices and Payment Policy
This information
is confidential;
it is not toGames
be relied onfor
by any
3rd party without prior
written
consent.
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Cheap, fast, and high-volume testing is essential to control the spread of COVID-19
Individuals

Private sector

Public sector

Identify, isolate, and treat
those infected, including
asymptomatic individuals

Ensure safe return to work
and opening of the
economy

Provide an accurate picture
of caseloads to direct
resources and inform policy

This information is confidential; it is not to be relied on by any 3rd party without prior written consent.
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The US has made major strides, but there is still a shortage in our testing volume
US weekly COVID-19 testing
With Abbott’s BinaxNOW 15
min test, we are approaching
mitigation level testing,
defined as enough volume to
test any symptomatic
individual and 10 contacts per
confirmed case

100

Suppression testing (30-100+M/week)

90

80
70

12-80M
test/week gap

60
50

Suppression level testing,
defined as enough volume to
proactively monitor the
population with the aim of
keeping new case levels at or
near zero, will require
significantly more capacity

40

30

Mitigation testing (10-30M/week)

20
10
0
Weekly testing (9/1/20)
Current capacity

This information
confidential;
it is not to COVID
be relied onTracking
by any 3rd party
without prior written consent.
Source:
HarvardisGlobal
Health,
Project

Mitigation testing
Abbott BinaxNOW volume

Supression testing
Remaining gap
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The testing shortage is felt acutely in underserved communities

In Sonoma Valley,
community health center
tests have 21 day
turnaround times; tech
companies using the same
provider have 48 hour
guarantees

~85% of urban centers
have a higher population/
testing site in Black or
Latinx neighborhoods

Higher percentages of minority,
uninsured, or low-income
populations are associated with
longer median travel times to
testing sites

In New York, total tests
increased and positivity
rates decreased with
increasing proportions of
white residents

In Texas, 4 of the 6 largest
cities had a disproportionate
number of testing sites in
whiter neighborhoods

This information
is confidential;
it is not to be relied
on by any 3rd party without prior written consent.
Source:
KFF Racial
Disparities
in COVID-19
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The tests that fill the shortage need to solve for several design principals
DIVERSIFICATION of technologies and supply chains
We must place multiple near-term bets to diversify manufacturing configurations and supply chains and to enable
fit-for-purpose optionality.

AGILE deployment and prioritization of testing resources
Testing strategies must be crafted to deploy limited resources to the most at-risk populations and hotspots as
they change in real time.

AFFORDABILITY
For mass testing to be sustainable for states, counties, and insurers, testing costs need to decrease dramatically –
to be <$1 per individual test.

ACCESSIBILITY
Testing models must also meet the needs of rural and vulnerable communities. Low-cost, community-based,
point-of-need technologies are required. Easily accessible and sharable results are also essential.

TURN-AROUND-TIME for test results
To sustain a return to economic activity, individuals attending work or school must have real-time results to
inform self-isolation decisions.

This information is confidential; it is not to be relied on by any 3rd party without prior written consent.
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Join the effort: 3 ways you can support our work
GRANT SUPPORT

CUSTOM

CHARITABLE FUNDS

FOR OUR CONTINUED OPERATIONS

IMPACT PORFOLIOS

GRANTS & RECOVERABLE GRANTS

Stop the Spread Programming

Seeking grants of $100k-1.5M
to continue our COVID
Response efforts through
2021

Bespoke set of
investments and grants
designed around your
desired areas of emphasis

Stop the Spread: support
those on the frontline
fighting the pandemic

Preserve the Progress:
support high-impact
companies threatened by
the economic downturn
Business and Community
Resilience: support those
with limited access to
government aid

Our charitable funds are available to smaller donors who want to coinvest along side of our biggest
Thiswhich
informationamplifies
is confidential; it the
is not toimpact
be relied on of
by any
3rd party without
prior written consent.
clients
Custom
Portfolios
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